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Fig. 1. Given noisy, low-resolution input, our network performs spatiotemporal filtering to produce denoised
and antialiased output at twice the resolution. Compared to conventional denoisers, our method preserves
more detail and contrast and generates a higher resolution at a similar computational cost.

Recent advances in ray tracing hardware bring real-time path tracing into reach, and ray traced soft shadows,

glossy reflections, and diffuse global illumination are now common features in games. Nonetheless, ray budgets

are still limited. This results in undersampling, which manifests as aliasing and noise. Prior work addresses

these issues separately. While temporal supersampling methods based on neural networks have gained a
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wide use in modern games due to their better robustness, neural denoising remains challenging because of its

higher computational cost.

We introduce a novel neural network architecture for real-time rendering that combines supersampling

and denoising, thus lowering the cost compared to two separate networks. This is achieved by sharing a

single low-precision feature extractor with multiple higher-precision filter stages. To reduce cost further,

our network takes low-resolution inputs and reconstructs a high-resolution denoised supersampled output.

Our technique produces temporally stable high-fidelity results that significantly outperform state-of-the-art

real-time statistical or analytical denoisers combined with TAA or neural upsampling to the target resolution.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization→ Neural Network; Rendering.
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super-resolution, real-time rendering, deep learning
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1 INTRODUCTION
Ray tracing enables realistic light transport simulation and thanks to hardware support it has

become viable in games. Still, its computational cost remains high and thus it is challenging to

render high-quality ray-traced images in real time with a high spatial and temporal resolution. Low

ray budgets lead to higher variance, which manifests as noise in the final image. Furthermore, the

image also exhibits aliasing due to undersampling of primary rays, which results in spatial and

temporal artifacts such as jagged edges and flickering.

There exist several denoising and supersampling techniques that reuse samples across space and

time to reconstruct high-quality final images. The widely adopted Temporal Antialiasing (TAA)

technique reprojects samples from the previous frame using motion vectors from the renderer

and applies heuristics to accumulate with the current frame samples [Karis 2014]. However, when

the heuristics fail, TAA suffers from visual artifacts in the form of ghosting, over blurring and

flickering [Yang et al. 2020]. To reduce noise, spatiotemporal filters are designed based on frequency

analysis of light transport [Mehta et al. 2012, 2013; Yan et al. 2015] or variance estimation over

time [Schied et al. 2017]. These handcrafted filtering techniques can introduce various artifacts

including loss of details, temporal lag and residual noise.

Neural reconstruction techniques are becoming more common in real-time rendering due to their

ability to produce high-quality images from undersampled inputs through an end-to-end learning

process. NVIDIA Deep Learning Supersampling (DLSS) [Liu 2020] and Intel Xe Supersampling

(XeSS) [Chowdhury et al. 2022] take aliased low-resolution inputs and reconstruct a high-resolution

antialiased output. Although the implementation details of these methods are not public, they are

designed to work in real time and expect the input to be denoised. While neural denoisers have

become a standard reconstruction technique for offline [Bako et al. 2017; Vogels et al. 2018] and

interactive rendering [Chaitanya et al. 2017; Hasselgren et al. 2020a], they still pose challenges in

games due to the cost associated with the network. Moreover, chaining a neural denoiser with a

neural supersampling technique would be impractical in most scenarios as it would exceed the

rendering budget of a single frame.

We introduce a novel real-time neural reconstruction technique that performs denoising and

supersampling jointly using a single network. We achieve significantly better image quality than

state-of-the-art analytical or statistical denoisers. Our frame-recurrent network takes a noisy and

aliased low-resolution input, and reconstructs a high-resolution, denoised, and supersampled output.
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By leveraging reduced-precision training [Thomas et al. 2020], we achieve faster inference, making

this technique applicable for games.

Our technique consists of a single feature extraction network and several filtering stages. The

computationally heavy U-Net-based feature extractor is set to use 8-bit integer precision and runs

at a lower resolution aiding in faster execution. Its output serves denoising as well as supersam-

pling. Additionally, the features are shared among multiple filtering stages that attend to different

components of the input signal. The input signal is decomposed into albedo demodulated diffuse,

specular and albedo and each filter stage is responsible for one component. At each filter stage, we

generate a set of kernel weights that are hierarchically applied to obtain large spatial footprints.

We also accumulate samples from a reprojected previous frame using motion vectors to produce

temporally stable results.

To further enhance the quality of the output, we train a new network-based perceptual loss

function that is specifically designed for extracting features from a rendered image. This loss

function reduces the structural artifacts (neural hallucinations) usually seen with VGG-based

loss functions, which are trained using natural images. The loss network is trained to solve a

segmentation task on photorealistic synthetic data rendered for indoor scene understanding.

Our supersampled results from 1280 × 720 input have competitive quality compared to state-of-

the-art denoisers fed with input at 2560 × 1440 (i.e. four times more samples). If these denoisers are

fed the same low-resolution input, their quality is considerably worse (Figure 1). Our inference is

slightly more expensive than SVGF at 2560 × 1440. Overall, that makes our technique affordable for

games.

To summarize, our contributions are the following:

• A joint denoising and supersampling solution that runs in real time and produces temporally

stable results with significantly better image quality than state-of-the-art techniques currently

used in games.

• A network architecture where the features extracted by a single network are used to gen-

erate kernel weights for denoising of different components of the input signal as well as

supersampling.

• A custom perceptual loss network that is trained on photorealistic rendered images extracting

useful additional features on top of a natural-image-based perceptual loss function.

2 PREVIOUS WORK
With the advent of hardware ray tracing, interest in real-time denoising has grown. The first

denoisers to meet real-time constraints are based on edge-avoiding à-trous wavelets [Dammertz

et al. 2010]. These filters operate in multiple sequential levels, doubling the spacing between

samples with each level. Edge-stopping functions based on color, normal and position buffers reduce

overblur. Spatiotemporal variance-guided filtering [Schied et al. 2017] adds temporal reprojection

to accumulate more samples across time. Additionally, it uses the temporal history or a spatial

neighborhood to estimate variance and filters less in regions of low variance. It also improves the

edge-stopping functions.

This temporal accumulation reduces variance considerably but also introduces temporal lag.

Temporal gradients help to recognize such failure cases and to ignore history information where

necessary [Schied et al. 2018]. They are estimated by reusing random numbers from the previous

frame for a fraction of the samples. More sophisticated temporal reprojection makes history

information reusable in more situations [Zeng et al. 2021]. The authors treat shading, shadows,

glossy reflections and diffuse indirect illumination separately. Based on geometric constructions

with hit points of rays, they estimate how shadows, reflections and occluders move between frames.
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The denoiser in Unreal Engine 4 [Liu et al. 2019] separates signal components similarly. Using

geometric considerations, it estimates different anisotropic filter kernels for shadows (per light),

glossy reflections, diffuse global illumination and ambient occlusion.

Most neural denoisers achieve higher quality at a higher cost. Kalantari et al. [2015] train a

multi-layer perceptron to predict the parameters of cross-bilateral and non-local means filters.

Bako et al. [2017] use a convolutional neural network (CNN) to predict per-pixel filters to denoise

a single frame. The input to the CNN is decomposed into diffuse and specular components and

separate networks are trained for predicting the filter kernels. Vogel et al. [2018] extend this

network to include a temporal component and propose a multi-scale architecture to avoid the

computational complexity of predicting and applying a single large filter. Using a direct prediction

approach with a recurrent autoencoder, Chaitanaya et al. [2017] propose the first neural denoiser

that operates at interactive rates with good temporal stability. A major advantage of an autoencoder

is that it achieves a large receptive field at a relatively low cost. Autoencoder-based denoisers

are now common in production renderers [Intel Corporation 2019]. Hasselgren et al. [2020a] use

a direct prediction network to estimate a sample map for adaptive sampling, and a multi-scale

kernel prediction network to denoise low-sampled inputs. A recurrent feedback loop is used to

reproject the previous denoised frame and is given as input to the network, improving temporal

stability and image quality. In contrast to predicting per-pixel kernels directly from networks,

Işık et al. [2021] predict per-pixel features from which adjustable kernels can be generated. This

allows the network to operate at a reduced capacity without compromising image quality. To avoid

the cost of predicting per-pixel filter kernels, Fan et al. [2021] predicts an encoding of the kernel

weights from which filter kernels are constructed using a hand-crafted decoder. Meng et al. [2020]

propose to use a smaller network that predicts a guide image to splat noisy data into a bilateral

grid. They slice this grid to get the denoised result and achieve real-time performance.

Neural network-based image reconstruction techniques show great promise in the visualization

domain for upscaling low-resolution images of isosurfaces to enable interactive exploration of

the data [Weiss et al. 2021]. Real-time learning-based image reconstruction techniques such as

XeSS [Chowdhury et al. 2022] and DLSS [Liu 2020] are gaining popularity in games and are

replacing traditional supersampling [Karis 2014] and upsampling techniques [Epic Games 2018].

Xiao et al. [2020] demonstrate 4 × 4 supersampling with a U-Net-based [Ronneberger et al. 2015a]

reconstruction network. To reduce the computational cost, Thomas et al. [2020] train a quantized

kernel prediction network called QW-Net that runs a major portion of the computation with 4-bit

integers without compromising image quality.

3 JOINT NEURAL DENOISING AND SUPERSAMPLING
Whilst prior work treats denoising and supersampling as separate problems, we solve these problems

jointly and thus reduce the overall cost. To introduce our method, we start by describing how it

fits into a rendering pipeline and give an overview of our design decisions (Sec. 3.1). Then we

describe our network architecture in detail (Sec. 3.2). To avoid hallucination of patterns, we use

network-based losses trained on synthetic data (Sec. 3.3). Finally, we describe our training dataset

and training itself (Sec. 3.4).

3.1 Reconstruction Pipeline
We describe a reconstruction pipeline geared toward a hybrid rendering system combining raster-

ization techniques with ray traced effects for soft shadows, glossy reflections and diffuse global

illumination. Even with these limited ray tracing use cases, rendering at display resolution is

expensive. For this reason, modern graphics hardware and game engines support rendering at a
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Joint Neural Denoiser and Supersampling
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Fig. 2. An overview of the data flow between different components of our method and how it integrates into
renderers compared to alternatives.

lower resolution followed by upscaling to a higher target resolution. Upscaling can be done spatially

or temporally with supersampling, but requires the input to be denoised.

Figure 2 (left) shows our pipeline and contrasts it against alternatives. It performs denoising,

supersampling and upsampling jointly with a single neural network. We base our design decisions

on findings from previous work and rigorous experimentation.

3.1.1 Overview. The goal of our technique is to combine multiple reconstruction tasks into a single

pass. Since video games are our target application, we want our pipeline to work with extremely

low sample counts and to produce temporally stable high-quality results. Figure 2 (right) shows

how we accomplish that using a single feature extractor for all tasks. It consumes diffuse, specular,

albedo and normal buffers from the current and previous frame. Results from the previous frame are

already filtered and warped using motion vectors. Thanks to albedo demodulation, diffuse filtering

does not blur albedo textures. The supersampled normal acts as a guiding feature to avoid extreme

cases of ghosting. Additionally, we provide the current roughness to prevent overblurring in the

specular filtering. Our preliminary findings suggest that depth has no impact on the quality of the

images, so we exclude it as an auxiliary feature. The ablation study by Xu et al. [Xu et al. 2019] on

the effectiveness of auxiliary buffers for denoising Monte Carlo renderings supports our finding.

The ray tracing passes generate noisy signals for diffuse and specular. Our method uses two

separate multi-scale filter paths for these signals, which derive their filter weights from output of the

feature extractor. The aliased albedo and normal from the g-buffer get supersampled using the same

output. These signals get composited together before they enter upsampling with superresolution.

This step also utilizes the output of the shared feature extractor.

3.1.2 Network considerations. Interactive and offline neural denoisers that use decomposed signals

either have separate networks [Bako et al. 2017] for each component or the same network with

multiple passes [Vogels et al. 2018]. As a result, such networks produce production quality images

but are not suitable for achieving real-time frame rates. In line with recent advances in multi-

task learning [Zhang and Yang 2021], we have adopted a similar strategy to learn a shareable

representation from a single network that captures the characteristics of various reconstruction

tasks. The cost of our feature extractor is amortized across all denoising and supersampling tasks.

To accelerate convolution operations during inference, we quantize the network. The use of direct

prediction networks leads to over-blurred images and color shift artifacts [Hasselgren et al. 2020a].

Thus, we use a filter prediction network.
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Fig. 3. The stages and network architecture of our Joint Neural Denoising and Supersampling technique. Our
method combines a feature extraction network (top) with filtering and upsampling stages (bottom).

3.2 Network Architecure
Figure 3 shows the details of our Joint Neural Denoising and Supersampling architecture, comprising

of an input block, a feature extractor, filter paths, an output block and an upsample block. The

input to the network is a set of untextured illumination components and auxiliary features along

with per-pixel motion vectors from the renderer. The noisy illumination components are combined

into a low-frequency diffuse signal and a high-frequency specular signal. The auxiliary features

include albedo, normal and roughness that guide the network to distinguish between scene details

and noise, avoiding overblurring. The input block, output block and the filtering stages operate in

the native resolution, while the feature extraction runs in a sub-native resolution. The upsample

block filters the composited result from the filtering stage at the target resolution. The weights and

activations of all the non-filter blocks use 8-bit integers, leveraging quantization-aware training to

support fast inference performance [Thomas et al. 2020]. Filter blocks use 16-bit floats.

3.2.1 Input Block. In order to combine history samples over multiple frames, we adopt a frame-

recurrent architecture. The previous frame’s output signals are warped and accumulated using

motion vectors generated by the renderer. Warping uses bicubic filtering (see Sec. 4.4). There is no

special treatment of disocclusions since the network is capable of dealing with reprojection errors.

The reprojected history is concatenated with the current input, and passed to the feature extraction

stage. The high-dynamic-range inputs are clamped to the range [0, 65535] and then compressed by

a simple tonemapping function [Hasselgren et al. 2020b]:

𝑥 ′
:= (log(𝑥 + 1))1/2.2 (1)

Following a 1 × 1 projection layer to get the pixel-level features, 3 × 3 convolution kernels are

applied to extract the high-level features. The features are downsampled using a 2 × 2 average
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pooling operation before passing on to the next stage. This downsampling step is essential in

reducing the number of multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations per pixel to facilitate real-time

inference. In order to get back the native resolution details lost during the pooling operation, we

skip these features to the output block.

3.2.2 Feature Extraction. The feature extraction stage is based on a standard U-Net architecture

consisting of several encoder blocks followed by decoder blocks [Ronneberger et al. 2015b]. This

stage receives the downsampled features from the input block. Each encoder block consists of

two 3 × 3 convolution layers followed by a ReLU activation and a max-pooling operation before

proceeding to the next block. In the decoder blocks, the first step is bilinear upsampling of the

feature map from the previous block, followed by two 3×3 convolution layers and a ReLU activation.

Prior to applying convolution kernels in the decoder block, skip connections from encoders are

concatenatedwith the upsampled activation to recover high-frequency details. Two 1×1 convolution
layers per block share the activations from the decoder and bottleneck block to derive hierarchical

filter weights for the filtering stages. The filter kernel weights are applied to the linear diffuse and

specular signal in their corresponding filter path. We do not predict kernels for auxiliary buffers

(albedo and normal) at this stage, since a large receptive field is not necessary for aliased signals.

3.2.3 Output Block. Per pixel at the native resolution, the output block generates 3 × 3 spatial

and temporal filter kernel weights, completing the hierarchical filters for the diffuse and specular

signals. Additionally, it predicts per-pixel 3 × 3 kernel weights for filtering aliased auxiliary buffers,

a per pixel 3 × 3 temporal filter for warped previous output as well as a per-pixel temporal blend

weight for all signals to control the contribution of history samples. For diffuse and specular, linear

kernel weights are applied and are clamped to [−1, 1], improving the overall sharpness, while the

kernel weights for auxiliary buffers are normalized.

3.2.4 Filter Paths. The sparse nature of our noisy input signals requires a large spatial footprint for
the reconstruction filters. By using a multi-scale filtering layout resembling the U-Net architecture

instead of predicting and applying a single large filter, we can reduce the computational cost. As

opposed to a U-Net, however, there are no learnable parameters in the filter paths since all filter

and blend weights are predicted by the decoder of the feature extractor and the output block. The

filter layout comprises of a spatiotemporal filter and a series of downsampling filters followed by

upsampling filters with skip connections. The spatiotemporal filter applies different 3× 3 kernels to

the current frame and the filtered and warped output of the previous frame. The results are blended

linearly. The downsampling filters apply 2 × 2 average pooling, followed by filtering with a 3 × 3

kernel. Upsampling filters employ bilinear upsampling and 3 × 3 kernels and then combine the

result linearly with a skip image of the same resolution. While the diffuse and specular filter paths

use a hierarchical filtering scheme with unique kernel weights, the albedo and normal filter paths

only use a spatiotemporal filter at the native resolution and weights are shared between albedos

and normals. The output of each filter uses a ReLU activation function.

3.2.5 Upsample Block. By upsampling a composite image rather than individual signals, fewer

filtering operations are needed at the target resolution. We use the following fixed compositing

function during training, although in practice any compositor would work:

Composite := Albedo · Diffuse + Specular (2)

A two-step bilinear upsampling process produces a tonemapped and a linear version of the com-

posite. The tonemapped composite is concatenated with the features from the output block and

is passed to a kernel prediction stage. Similar to other kernel prediction blocks, a 3 × 3 per pixel

kernel is predicted in the target resolution. The predicted weights and the upsampled composite
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(without tonemapping) is sent to the final filter block, where the kernel weights are applied to get

the final output image.

3.2.6 Quantization. The quantized layers are set to use 8-bit integer weights and activations,

where the weights follow a per-channel symmetric quantization, while the activations use an

affine per-layer quantization. When the skip layers are combined, we use the same quantization

range [Thomas et al. 2020]. The quantization threshold for the weights is set to their maximum

absolute value per channel with symmetric range. For activations, we train the threshold by setting

a straight through estimator for the gradient of non-differentiable functions. Since we do not use

batch normalization in our network, no folding of weights is required.

3.3 Losses
Our network model is trained to solve a multi-task learning problem in which a shared represen-

tation is used to perform related tasks [Crawshaw 2020]. Our loss function combines multiple

task-level loss functions as follows:

𝐿 := 𝑤diffuse · 𝐿diffuse +𝑤specular · 𝐿specular +𝑤auxiliary · 𝐿auxiliary +𝑤upsample · 𝐿upsample (3)

Weighing loss functions is crucial but not trivial for multi-task problems and depends on several

factors, including the scale and complexity of the task [Kendall et al. 2018; Kirillov et al. 2019]. It

remains an active area of research to find the optimal weighting strategy. Many recent works have

relied on costly grid search techniques. During training, we empirically found that setting all task

weights to 1 provides acceptable results for our network.

Each task loss is a combination of a spatial and a temporal loss function:

𝐿task𝑖 = 𝑤spatial𝑖
· 𝐿spatial𝑖 +𝑤temporal𝑖

· 𝐿temporal𝑖
(4)

We determine the spatial and temporal weights by starting with a high spatial loss contribution

and reducing it until we observe good temporal stability. As a result, we set 𝑤spatial𝑖
= 0.2 and

𝑤temporal𝑖
= 1 −𝑤spatial𝑖

.

Our temporal loss is the 𝐿1-norm of the temporal gradient:

𝐿temporal𝑖
= 𝐿1 (𝑜𝑖 − 𝑓𝑤 (𝑜𝑖−1), 𝑟𝑖 − 𝑓𝑤 (𝑟𝑖−1)), (5)

where 𝑜𝑖 and 𝑟𝑖 are the output and reference image of the current frame, while 𝑓𝑤 (𝑜𝑖−1) and 𝑓𝑤 (𝑟𝑖−1)
are the output and reference from the warped previous frame.

For the spatial loss, we found that an 𝐿1 loss produces significant blur and loss of scene details

with undersampled inputs (Figure 4a). In recent image super-resolution networks, using a perceptual

loss function that operates on feature maps led to sharper images [Wang et al. 2018]. We found this

claim to be true with a weighted VGG network loss [Johnson et al. 2016; Simonyan and Zisserman

2014], but it also introduces pattern artifacts across the image (Figure 4b). CNNs trained on Imagenet

such as the VGG network are sensitive to high frequencies and do not generalize well for a wide

range of image distortions [Geirhos et al. 2018]. When used as a perceptual loss function, the VGG

network results in undesirable pattern artifacts [Tej et al. 2020]. Our training shows similar artifacts

in regions with high levels of noise.

To address this issue, we trained a custom perceptual loss network from scratch on Apple’s

Hypersim dataset containing photorealistic renderings of indoor scenes [Roberts et al. 2021]. The

dataset contains 77,000 images with auxiliary and illumination buffers, and per-pixel semantic

segmentation labels. Figure 5 shows our loss network architecture made up of a U-Net with skip

connections. Our loss network is trained to predict a segmentation mask from an RGB image as it

is close to a human-level perceptual task. The perceptual loss is defined over feature maps of the
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(a) L1 Loss (b) VGG Feature Loss (c) Our Feature Loss

Fig. 4. Results of our method after training with different loss functions.
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Fig. 5. The U-Net architecture used for our loss network.

first three layers and is weighted so that each layer contributes equally:

𝐿spatial𝑖 =

3∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑤 𝑗 · 𝐿1 (𝑓𝑗 (𝑜), 𝑓𝑗 (𝑟 )), (6)

where 𝑤 𝑗 corresponds to the weight that scales layer 𝑗 and 𝑓𝑗 (𝑜) and 𝑓𝑗 (𝑟 ) are the feature maps

of output and reference, respectively. Figure 4c shows the result from training using our custom

spatial loss functions.

3.4 Dataset and Training
3.4.1 Data Acquisition. We have used a modified version of Unreal Engine 4 (version 4.25, from

now on referred to as UE4) to generate a game-like dataset.

We capture key-framed animations repeatedly to generate subpixel-aligned input images, as well

as supersampled reference images. However, isolating the ray-tracing effects from the deferred

renderer poses some additional challenges which require us to replace some shaders or change

some blend stages on demand. Beyond the control of the camera jitter offsets, we also use a
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modified random sequence generation for the ray-tracing shaders to provide unique samples for

each supersampling pass.

Through console variables, UE4 already supports disabling of either the diffuse or specular

components of direct lighting, which are normally added on top of the emissive surfaces using

additive blending. For our capture, we combine emissive and diffuse into one direct lighting buffer

and disable the additive blending to avoid duplicating it in the specular direct buffer. For diffuse

GI, UE4 multiplies this with ray-traced ambient occlusion (AO) before compositing. However, we

could not use AO in our dataset, because the input of our denoising network is the composite

diffuse signal, and pre-modulating the noisy AO with the noisy GI buffer would be incorrect. For

the reflections, we isolate ray-traced reflections only and omit several other reflection features such

as light probes. UE4 also has a ray-traced skylight for both diffuse and specular indirect lighting,

but we do not include it in our implementation.

In our data acquisition, we are interested in three different types of images for each ray-traced

effect: Noisy input data, UE4 denoised data using their analytic denoising pipeline and TAA, and

the reference. For our noisy input data, we target images with one sample-per-pixel for each effect,

without denoising. In UE4’s hybrid ray tracing pipeline, new rays are launched for each enabled

deferred ray-tracing effect, instead of a random selection between phenomena as in a path tracer. For

direct lighting, this means casting at least one shadow ray for each ray-traced light source, which

results in screen-space shadow masks used in deferred lighting, consistently with shadow-mapped

lights. Beyond that, at least one path will be traced for both diffuse GI and reflections, where the

maximum bounce depth is governed by scene settings, which we leave at their default values. The

UE4 denoised images use the same configuration, but with denoising and TAA enabled. For the

reference images we combine our 256× camera jitter supersampling of the rasterizer with unique

sets of 64-128 ray-tracing samples per pixel for each jitter. However the images are also upsampled

from 720p to 1440p resolution, therefore, our reference dataset has effectively between 4K and 8K

ray-tracing samples per pixel for each effect.

3.4.2 Dataset. We obtain our dataset from six cinematic scenes that are publicly available with

variations in geometry, light sources and materials. Every sequence in the scenes includes camera

animation and one scene includes character animation.We captured several sequences with different

camera paths from each scene which are split into a training set and a test set. All six scenes are

used for training but the camera paths in the test set are not in the training set. For training,

256× 256 pixel patches from 8 consecutive frames are created with a spatial stride of 192 pixels and

a temporal stride of 6 frames to create overlap in scene regions over different batches.

3.4.3 Training. Our network is implemented in PyTorch and trained for 500 epochs with full-

precision mode. After training is completed, we set the network to quantization mode (8-bit integers)

and continue the training for another 500 epochs. We use a ranger optimizer with exponential

decay learning rate for both precision modes. In our experiments, the sub-native resolution is half

that of the native resolution and the target resolution is twice that of the native resolution. For

inference, our native resolution is 1280x720.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We now evaluate our joint neural denoising and supersampling technique in terms of reconstruction

quality and run time. In these experiments, our method uses a native resolution of 1280 × 720 and

the target resolution is 2560 × 1440. We compare our method to the UE4 Denoiser [Liu et al. 2019],

to SVGF [Schied et al. 2017] and to denoising with the Neural Bilateral Grid (NBG) [Meng et al.

2020].
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(a) Diffuse (b) Specular

(c) Albedo (d) Composite

Fig. 6. Input and output for different signal components in our method.

Our capture framework extracts denoised signals from the UE4 Denoiser [Liu et al. 2019]. The

direct signals are sent to a shadow denoiser per light, while indirect signals are sent to an indirect

diffuse denoiser and a reflection denoiser. Unlike game applications, where the TAA pass is only

applied to the composite signal for better performance, we apply it to each denoised signal separately

to reduce residual noise providing an improved quality. The supersampled albedo is obtained from

accumulating 256 samples per pixel.

Our implementation of SVGF is based on code published by Schied et al. [2018]. We have not

changed the constants used in this code. As proposed in this paper, each level of the a-trous wavelet

uses a 3 × 3 box filter for improved efficiency.

We were unable to get meaningful mesh IDs for all scenes, so we do not use them for temporal

rejection or edge-stopping functions. In our experiments, edge-stopping functions based on depth,

normals and luminance work well and adding mesh IDs gave no substantial improvement. Depth

with derivatives takes 32 bits per pixel, normals are also quantized to 32 bits. To be compatible with

Equation 2, we denoise diffuse and specular separately rather than direct and indirect contributions.

For TAA, we use variance-based color box clipping
1
.

4.1 ImageQuality
4.1.1 Filter Breakdown. Figure 6 shows the input and output of each filter path from a sequence

in the Lab scene. Here the noisy diffuse component is the result of too few samples for indirect

lighting from the environment. Our predicted temporal hierarchical filter accumulates samples

over time to reconstruct noisy areas (Figure 6a). At low sample counts, reflections in the specular

component produce sparse noise. We use roughness as one of our auxiliary features to guide

the kernel prediction and successfully preserve details on the floor (Figure 6b). The albedo is

supersampled by predicting kernel weights, accumulating temporally and filtering at the native

resolution to remove jagged edges in the spatial domain and flickering in the temporal domain

(Figure 6c). When compositing the filtered components, we get a denoised result in the native

resolution as shown in Figure 6d (left). The upsample block predicts filter kernels at the target

1
https://github.com/NVIDIAGameWorks/Falcor/blob/master/Source/RenderPasses/Antialiasing/TAA/TAA.ps.slang
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resolution and applies them to the native composited result to get a higher resolution output

(Figure 6d).

Fig. 7. A comparison between state-of-the-art denoisers with input at the target resolution and our method.
Although, our method receives four times fewer samples, it often reconstructs image features more faithfully
and achieves competitive sharpness overall. Numbers in the upper row are peak-signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR),
numbers in the lower row are structural similarity measures (SSIM). The second and last row (Dock and
SpaceShip) are from the test set whereas the first and third row (ScifiHallway and Lab) were seen during
training.

4.1.2 Comparison to Rendering at the Target Resolution. Our method strives to achieve a similar

or superior quality to competing techniques while rendering at a lower resolution. Thus, Figure 7
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shows a comparison where the UE4 denoiser and SVGF receive input at 2560 × 1440, while our

method receives input at 1280×720. In spite of the four times lower sample count, the visual quality

of our method is competitive.

SVGF generally blurs the image too strongly. Fine details in the normal or roughness textures are

blurred out. Nonetheless, there is residual low-frequent noise with a splotchy appearance. SVGF

also struggles with specular signal components, since temporal accumulation with standard motion

vectors leads to temporal lag under camera motion. In spite of the lower-resolution input, our

method produces sharper results almost everywhere. The reported error metrics confirm that.

The UE4 Denoiser has more specialized approaches for different signal components and often

preserves details in the shading better than SVGF. However, it also has serious failure cases,

especially on the specular highlight in the fifth row of insets. Compared to our method, results are

often a bit sharper but not as close to the reference, as confirmed by the error metrics.

Our technique produces good results consistently. In terms of surface detail, rendering at the

target resolution with the UE4 denoiser is often slightly better but our technique produces nicely

antialiased high-resolution output nonetheless.

Fig. 8. A comparison between state-of-the-art denoisers and our method with the same native-resolution
input for all techniques. Our method consistently provides more detailed output at a higher resolution. The
first row (Lab) is from the test set while the others are in the training set.
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Fig. 9. Comparison between our method and UE4 denoising followed by neural supersampling (XeSS).

4.1.3 Comparison to Rendering at the Native Resolution. Results in the previous section are skewed

in favor of conventional denoisers. Figure 8 compares all techniques using input at the same

resolution, namely 1280 × 720. Outputs of conventional denoisers get scaled up using nearest-

neighbor interpolation. Our results are generally less noisy, more stable and sharper. SVGF is the

only technique that reconstructs the specular highlights in the second row of insets from sparse

samples but surface detail is lost and the result suffers from low-frequent noise. In terms of SSIM,

our method is consistently the best but the PSNR is inferior to SVGF for the scene at the top.

4.1.4 Comparison to Neural Upsampling to the Target Resolution. Figure 9 applies XeSS [Chowdhury
et al. 2022], a learning-based state-of-the-art superresolution technique to the composited output

of the UE4 Denoiser, and compares it to our method. The superresolution adds a lot of image detail

compared to the low-resolution output of the denoiser (labeled as UE4 Denoiser + TAA). However,

there is more residual noise compared to our network (first row of insets). Our network is also

better at reconstructing high frequency details (third row of insets). Supersampling improves the

error metrics but our method is even better in all cases.

4.1.5 Comparison to NBG. Figure 10 shows a comparison to NBG [Meng et al. 2020], a recent neural

real-time denoiser. We use the TensorFlow implementation provided by the authors and train this

network for 100 epochs with a batch size of 96 using our training set. To match the specification of

NBG, we use the composited input which is then albedo demodulated and temporally accumulated

with a fixed blend factor of 0.2. As auxiliary buffers, we use albedo, depth and normal. Results

of NBG show considerable residual noise and moderate blur. These findings are consistent with

comparisons in other related work [Işık et al. 2021]. Our method is clearly superior in terms of

denoising quality and additionally provides sharp higher resolution output.

4.2 Temporal Stability
To investigate how our network copes with temporal effects, Figure 11 shows temporal profiles

for different scenes and denoisers by scanning a column of pixels over a sequence of frames. Our
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Fig. 10. Comparison between our method and denoising with the Neural Bilateral Grid.

Fig. 11. Four scenes with insets providing temporal profiles. The y-axis in the insets corresponds to the 100
pixels in the highlighted red stripe, the x-axis corresponds to 60 consecutive frames.

network produces smooth transitions over time and approximates the reference well. Conven-

tional denoisers suffer from temporal lag or introduce undesirable temporal discontinuities. The

supplemental video shows these instabilities more directly.

Figure 12 shows an example with disocclusion in the SciFi Hallway. In the animation, the

character’s hand is moving across the frame covering a part of the plant behind. As the hand moves,

the plant is disoccluded and there is no history information. The UE4 denoiser with TAA fails to

recover from the disocclusion, leaving residual noise. Our network has learned to predict spatial

filter weights that blur these regions providing better reconstruction when the history samples

are unavailable. Regarding temporal reuse, Figure 13 shows that our network using the predicted

per-pixel blend weight produces less ghosting compared to conventional denoisers.

4.3 Run Times
We measure timings for rendering in Unreal and for all denoisers except NBG on an NVIDIA RTX

3070. Our PyTorch implementation is unable to run at real-time frame rates. Therefore, we use

NVIDIA TensorRT to generate reasonably optimized CUDA kernels for inference of all neural

network layers in our method. The resulting kernels use tensor cores and 8-bit integer arithmetic.

The only layer fusions are simple ReLU fusions. Warping, filtering and compositing are not common
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UE4 Denoiser

Our Network

Frame t  - 1 Frame t Frame t + 1

Fig. 12. The hand of an animated character causes a disocclusion. Our method recovers immediately whereas
the UE4 denoiser shows residual noise for several frames.

SVGF UE4 Denoiser Our Network

Fig. 13. A screen shot of an animated character. Our network copes better with disocclusion and introduces
less ghosting.

neural network operations and TensorRT is not directly applicable. Instead, we implement these

steps using fragment shaders in Vulkan, similar to our SVGF implementation. We run one render

pass per spatiotemporal, upsampling or downsampling filter and per filter path. For 2 × 2 average

pooling and bilinear upsampling, we use hardware-accelerated bilinear interpolation. In these steps,

all weights, inputs and intermediate buffers use 16-bit floats.
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Table 1 provides an overview of the run times per frame. Tables 2, 3 and 4 provide breakdowns

for the individual techniques. Our technique with 1280 × 720 input takes 5.19 ms, which is slightly

longer than SVGF with 2560 × 1440 input. However, the quality of our method with this low-

resolution input is still better overall and the cost for rendering four times more samples is much

higher than the additional denoising overhead with our method (see Table 2). Unlike SVGF and our

method, the UE4 denoiser has timings that are heavily scene dependent. The main reason is that

shadow denoising operates per light source, so scenes with many lights cause a large overhead. In

the ScifiHallway, our method is faster than the UE4 denoiser with 1280 × 720 input and it is always

faster for 2560 × 1440 input.

The breakdown of timings for our method in Table 4 shows that 79% of the run time are spent

in the kernels produced by TensorRT. We expect that a manually optimized implementation with

custom layer fusions could further reduce this cost. In particular, 0.29 ms are spent in kernels that

do not perform any computation but only reorganize data into the requested format. Fusing 2 × 2

average pooling and bilinear upsampling with convolutional layers should also prove effective.

Table 1. Run times per frame in milliseconds for different denoising techniques at different resolutions.
Minimal and maximal timings pertain to different scenes. We also include the total shading cost (deferred
lighting and ray tracing) in UE4 to emphasize the gains through our neural superresolution approach.

Table 2. Timings in milliseconds per frame for ray tracing and denoising in UE4 on different scenes

Table 3. Timings in milliseconds per frame for denoising with SVGF on different scenes.
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Table 4. Timings in milliseconds per frame for inference of our technique. Most of the time is spent in CUDA
kernels produced by TensorRT, the manually optimized implementation of filter paths in Vulkan is faster.

Before upsampling stage (720p)

Reference (720p) Reference (1440p)

Before upsampling (720p) After upsampling (1440p) Before upsampling (720p) After upsampling (1440p)

Reference (720p) Reference (1440p)

Bilinearly Warped Frame

Bicubically Warped Frame

Temporal Blend Weights

Temporal Blend Weights

Fig. 14. Left: Comparison between composites before and after the upsample block. The initial composite
is properly denoised already but upsampling leads to sharper detail on textures and fine geometry. Right:
Warping with bicubic interpolation gives sharper results than bilinear interpolation and the blend weights
indicate stronger temporal reuse.

4.4 Ablation Study
To understand the effectiveness of the upsample block in our method, Figure 14 (left) shows a

comparison of the composites before and after upsampling. The use of separate loss functions for

diffuse and specular paths guarantees denoised results at the end of the filtering stage. Indeed,

compositing after completion of all filter paths gives a properly denoised output in the native

resolution. The upsample block leads to sharper details for textures and fine geometry such that

the output is closer to the reference at the target resolution.

We demonstrate the advantage of bicubic warping for the output of the previous frame in

Figure 14 (right). Compared to a simple bilinear warping, bicubic warping produces a sharper

image with more detail along edges. The spatially varying temporal blend weights predicted by the

network show that the bicubically warped image contributes more to the temporal accumulation

step than the bilinearly warped image. Thus, the effective sample count grows and overall image

quality improves.

4.5 Limitations
Our network produces high-quality results, but we have observed that there are trade-offs between

temporal stability and sharpness depending on the choice of the loss function weights. Finding

an optimal weight factor for the spatial and temporal loss function remains future work. Our

current implementation uses the same set of spatial and temporal weights for each task, which were

determined through experiments. The warm-up frames therefore show noise, but it vanishes quickly

once we start accumulating samples temporally. In Figure 15, we observe that our network initially

produces more noisy results, compared to the conventional denoisers (Frame 1), but recovers

quickly in a few frames (Frame 5) and refines over time to produce a better reconstructed result

(Frame 13).
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SVGF

UE4 Denoiser

Our Network

Frame 1 Frame 5 Frame 13

Fig. 15. Behavior of different denoisers in the first frames of an animated sequence.

Fig. 16. Specular reflections that are heavily undersampled cause problems for all denoisers. With our network,
the highlight in the orange inset is too dark and the one in the cyan inset is hardly present.
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In sparsely sampled regions, we observe that our network, similar to conventional denoisers,

struggles to reconstruct specular highlights. Figure 16 shows an example where our network is

successful in recovering many scene details but fails to reconstruct the specular highlight on the

metallic object (bottom row).

5 CONCLUSION
Neural denoising has proven itself to be a valuable tool for offline rendering but used to be too

costly for real-time applications. Neural supersampling on the other hand has seen quick adoption.

By performing these two tasks jointly, we reduce their combined cost such that neural real-time

denoising in games becomes viable. Our technique produces high-quality and high-resolution

output from low-resolution input. This high quality is partly due to our specially designed loss

functions. The cost per frame is still significant, but the reduction of the shading rate easily makes

up for that. Low-precision arithmetic helps to lower compute and bandwidth requirements.

In future work, other aspects of post-processing pipelines like filtering for depth of field or

motion blur could be pulled into this joint-reconstruction pipeline to amortize its cost further.

Optimizing the tradeoff between temporal stability and sharpness also deserves further attention.

And of course, the cost of different steps could be adjusted further to strike the best balance between

run time and visual quality.
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